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Transitionmetal aluminium nitride (TM–Al–N) thin films are valued for their excellent mechanical (e.g. hardness)
aswell as protective (e.g. oxidation resistance) properties. This paper addresses the structure and phase stability of
group IVB TM–Al–N systems Ti1−xAlxN, Zr1−xAlxN, and Hf1−xAlxN. The predicted stability regions of the rock salt
cubic structures are x≤0.7, x≤0.45, and x≤0.45, respectively, while the wurtzite-type single phase field is
obtained for x≥0.7, x≥0.68, and x≥0.62 respectively. The predicted phase stability regions and the broad dual-
phase transition regions in the case of Zr1−xAlxN and Hf1−xAlxN are validated by experiments. Furthermore, the
phase transition from cubic to wurtzite with increasing Al content in the alloys is correlated with changes of elec-
tronic structure and bonding in the systems.
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1. Introduction

Hard coatings based on TiAlN are well established and routinely
used for various industrial applications due to their outstanding proper-
ties like high hardness, wear and corrosion resistance [1]. However,
these favourable properties are obtained basically for compositions
maintaining the cubic (rock salt-type) symmetry while they – with
only a few exceptions – deteriorate for high Al-containing coatings
adopting the hexagonal (wurtzite-type) phase [2]. Nowadays, many
applications demand specially-tailored coating properties and thus
call for new materials.

In this study we focus on a comparison of group IVB transition
metal nitrides alloyed with aluminium (TM–Al–N, TM=Ti, Zr, Hf)
as ZrN and HfN have some material properties superior to TiN. For
example, ZrN exhibits lower friction coefficient than TiN and it is
relatively hard [3, 4]. On the other hand, HfN has the highest melting
point and highest elastic moduli in the TMN family [5, 6].

We employ thedensity functional theory to investigate the structure
of Ti1−xAlxN, Zr1−xAlxN, and Hf1−xAlxN ternary alloys. In particular, we
focus on the cubic B1 (space group Fm3̄m, NaCl prototype, further
in the text referred to as “cubic” or “c-”), hexagonal Bk (space group
P63/mmc, BN prototype, referred to as “hexagonal” or “h-”), and hexag-
onal B4 (space group P63mc, ZnS-wurtzite prototype, referred to as
“wurtzite” or “w-”) allotropes (see Fig. 1a, b, and c, respectively) as
the cubic structure is the stable configuration of the binary TMN
compounds while the wurtzite structure is the ground state of AlN.
The hexagonal Bk configuration is considered due to its similarity to
the wurtzite structure (the c/a ratio shrinks from ≈1.6 typical for the
wurtzite structure to ≈1.2, nitrogen atoms are shifted into the anion
planes, thus changing from four to five coordinated neighbourhoods,
see Fig. 1d). This phase plays a significant role in understanding, e.g.
the extended dual-phase transition region in the NbN–AlN system [7],
and has been discussed in other TM–Al–N systems, too [8].

Although the Ti1−xAlxN system is well reported in the literature,
there are only a few reports on Zr1−xAlxN and Hf1−xAlxN. In this
paper we aim to partially fill in this gap by performing a thorough
theoretical study to compare the structural properties and phase sta-
bility regions in a “coherent” way, and to elucidate the predicted
trends in terms of the electronic structure of these alloys.
2. Methods

The individual structures are modelled with supercells constructed
using a special quasi-random structure (SQS) approach [9]. All alloys
considered in this paper are quasi-binary which means that mixing of
elements (either TM or Al) takes place only on one sublattice (bigger
atoms in Fig. 1); the other sublattice is fully occupied with N atoms.
3×3×2 (36 atoms) and 2×2×2 (32 atoms) supercells were used for
the cubic B1 and hexagonal Bk/wurtzite B4 modifications, respectively.
The short range order parameters (SROs) were optimised for pairs up
to the fourth order, triplets up to the third order and quadruplets up
to the second order [10]. More details about the cells and the process
of their generation can be found in Ref. [11].

The density functional theory based calculations were performed
using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package [12, 13] together
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Fig. 1. Crystallographic structures considered in this work: (a) cubic B1, (b) hexagonal Bk, and (c) wurtzite B4. The smaller blue balls represent N atoms while the bigger green
spheres correspond to the metallic sites. (d) The structural relationship between the wurtzite B4 and hexagonal Bk phases is illustrated.
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with the projector augmented wave pseudopotentials [14] employing
the generalised gradient approximation (GGA) as parametrised by
Wang and Perdew [15]. We used 500 eV for the plane-wave cut-off
energy and a minimum of ≈600 k-points·atom (usually more).
Such parameters guarantee the calculation accuracy in the order of
meV/atom. For several compositions, we checked the energy differ-
ences obtained from various supercells with the same SROs. The total
energy variations of the cubic B1 structures were far below the here
claimed accuracy of the calculations (i.e. below 1 meV/at.), while in
the case of hexagonal Bk and wurtzite phases, the different arrange-
ments of atoms result in energy scatter of maximum ±≈15 meV/at.
This is caused by the structural similarities of the hexagonal Bk and
wurtzite phases as discussed in Section 4.2. Nevertheless, as these dif-
ferences do not change conclusions for the phase stability, we used
one supercell for each composition and crystallographic structure; we
used the same set of supercells for all material systems for consistency.

For comparison, three series of samples, Ti1−xAlxN, Zr1−xAlxN, and
Hf1−xAlxN, were deposited using the plasma-assisted unbalanced
magnetron sputtering technique described in detail in Ref. [16]. The
substrate temperature used was ≈500 °C, the total working gas
pressure was ≈0.4 Pa, and the N2 partial pressure ratio for the Ar–
N2 gas mixture was ≈14% of Zr1−xAlxN and ≈30% for Ti1−xAlxN and
Hf1−xAlxN. The various coatings were deposited by sputtering of
powder-metallurgically prepared targets (Plansee SE, Ti0.5Al0.5 and
Zr0.365Al0.635 with the diameter of 150 mm and thickness 5 mm and
Hf0.7Al0.3, and Hf0.55Al0.45 with diameters of 75 mm and thicknesses
of 6 mm), and adding various numbers of Al-platelets (∅5 mm×
3 mm) on the target race track. The substrates used were mild steel
for Ti–Al–N, stainless steel (AISI 304) for Zr–Al–N, and Si (0 0 1)
for the Hf–Al–N system. The chemical composition of the resulting
coatings was determined by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
using a Zeiss EVO 50 scanning electron microscope and a TiN coating
standard which has been quantified by Rutherford Back-scattering
Spectroscopy [17]. All compositions were normalised to 50 at.% N
contents. The structure of the coatings was investigated by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) using a Bruker AXS D8 Advance diffractometer
(Cu K-α radiation) in Bragg–Brentano geometry.

3. Results

3.1. Alloy lattice parameters

For each system, i.e. Ti1−xAlxN, Zr1−xAlxN or Hf1−xAlxN, and each
composition x, the equilibrium properties were obtained by optimis-
ing the supercell volume and shape as well as internal atomic posi-
tions with respect to total energy, using the Birch–Murnaghan
equation of state [18]. The resulting lattice parameters for cubic,
hexagonal Bk, and wurtzite phases are shown in Fig. 2. The calculated
values were fitted with a quadratic polynomial

a xð Þ ¼ xaAlN þ 1−xð ÞaTMN þ bx 1−xð Þ ð1Þ

where b is a bowing parameter describing the deviation from a
linear, Vegard’s-like behaviour. In the case of cubic phases, we
got bTiAlN=0.064Å, bZrAlN=0.230Å, and bHfAlN=0.197Å, suggest-
ing that TiAlN exhibits themost linear behaviour out of these three sys-
tems. This is, however, a consequence of a smaller difference between
the lattice constants of c-AlN and c-TiN as compared with c-AlN and
c-ZrN or c-AlN and c-HfN; when b is normalised to this difference,
b̄ ¼ b= aTMN−aAlNð Þ, similar values of b̄TiAlN ¼ 0:36, b̄ZrAlN ¼ 0:42, and
b̄HfAlN ¼ 0:43 are obtained. These imply that the relative increase of
the alloy lattice parameter above the linear interpolation of the binary
boundary systems is approximately the same for all three systems. It
is also worth noting, that the alloy lattice parameter of cubic phases is
always predicted to be larger than the linear interpolation.

The a lattice parameter of the hexagonal Bk phase is in all three
cases almost linear (bb0.05Å) and steadily decreases with increasing
AlN mole fraction. The c lattice constant remains almost unaffected
for Ti1−xAlxN, while it decreases towards the AlN-rich side for Zr1−xAlxN
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and Hf1−xAlxN. In both latter cases, the dependence is significantly
bowed above the linear relationship: bZrAlN=0.58Å and bHfAlN=0.39Å.

Finally, the lattice parameters of the wurtzite phase exhibit similar
trends to those described for the hexagonal Bk phase: a decrease of
the values with increasing AlN mole fraction is predicted. In contrast
to the cubic and hexagonal phases, however, the wurtzite lattice pa-
rameters of Ti1−xAlxN and Zr1−xAlxN show negative bowing parame-
ters (e.g. bTiAlN=−0.112Å for the a lattice parameter or bHfAlN=
−0.110Å for the c lattice parameter) suggesting that the alloy in the
wurtzite form actually takes less space than the respective mixture
of the binary counterparts. However, the bowing parameter should
not be over-interpreted due the scatter of the calculated lattice
constants.

It is worth noting that for low and high AlN mole fractions the
wurtzite and hexagonal structures, respectively, become difficult or
impossible to stabilise, i.e. that the energy-volume data needed for fit-
ting the Birch–Murnaghan equation of state are too scattered. This is
likely due to the structural similarity of these two polymorphs, and
the competition between the bonding schemes taking place (see
Section 4.2).

The calculated lattice parameters of c- and w-Ti1−xAlxN agree well
with those previously published in the literature [22, 21] and [19],
respectively, which are well supported by experimental findings (e.g.,
[23]). The trends predicted by Sheng et al. [4] for small ordered cells
of Zr1−xAlxN, i.e. positive bowing of the lattice parameters as well as a
smaller lattice constant change of hexagonal/wurtzite Zr1−xAlxN at the
ZrN-rich end, are confirmed here by using larger and disordered
cells and a dense mesh of compositions. The experimental data of
Howe et al. [6] confirm our predictions for positive bowing of the
c-Hf1−xAlxN lattice parameter, although the deviation from Vegard's
rule predicted here seems to be smaller than that observed experimen-
tally which could, however, be due to residual stresses in the films.

3.2. Phase stability

The energy of formation, Ef, defined as

Ef TMxAl1−xNð Þ ¼ Etot TMxAl1−xNð Þ

−1
2

xEtot Alð Þ þ 1−xð ÞEtot TMð Þ þ 1
2
Etot N2ð Þ

� �
;

ð2Þ

expresses the energy gain when the alloy is formed with respect to
the individual species (in crystalline form) and molecular nitrogen.
Here, the Etot(X) expresses the total energy (output of the calculation)
per atom of a respective crystal or molecule X. Ef determines which of
the three competing phases, i.e. cubic, hexagonal Bk, and wurtzite, is
energetically favourable for a certain composition and system (see
Fig. 3).

There is a clear and almost single-point cross-over at x≈0.7
between the cubic and wurtzite polymorphs of Ti1−xAlxN. The hexag-
onal Bk phase has, within the accuracy of our calculations, at x≈0.7
the same formation energy as the cubic and hexagonal structures,
for other compositions it lies between the cubic and wurtzite phases
suggesting that it is never energetically the most favourable phase.

The situation is different for the Zr1−xAlxN and Hf1−xAlxN systems
as the formation energy of the hexagonal Bk phase overlaps with that
of the cubic polymorph in a wide range of concentrations, starting at
x≈0.45. Consequently, the cubic and Bkphases are expected to co-
exist for these AlN mole fractions. On the AlN-rich end (x≈0.68 for
Zr1−xAlxN and 0.62 for Hf1−xAlxN) of the dual phase region marked
in Fig. 3, the Ef of hexagonal and wurtzite phases overlap while the
cubic phase has already a notably higher energy. This together with
the similarity of the Bk and B4 phases points towards “structural
broadness” which will be further discussed in Section 4.2.

In summary, the maximum solubility of AlN in the c-Ti1−xAlxN is
predicted to be at ≈0.7 while it is predicted to drop to ≈0.45 for
c-Zr1−xAlxN and c-Hf1−xAlxN, followed by a dual phase region up
to x≈0.68 and ≈0.62, respectively. For higher AlN mole fractions,
the wurtzite phase is the most energetically favourable.

4. Discussion

4.1. Experimental verification of the maximum solubility limit

Several theoretical predictions for the maximum solubility of AlN in
c-TM–Al–N systems (TM=Ti, Zr, Hf) have been already published in
the literature. Holleck [3] predicted that the transition to the wurtzite
phase should occur at ≈0.7 for all three system investigated in this
paper. Values between 0.67 and 0.7 were predicted for Ti1−xAlxN [22,
24, 25] using ab initio techniques while a similar approach applied to
the Zr1−xAlxN system yielded a value close to 0.5 [4]. A band param-
eter based model employed by Makino [26] resulted in x=0.65 for
Ti1−xAlxN, x=0.33 for Zr1−xAlxN, and x=0.21 for Hf1−xAlxN.

Experimental observations are consistent with the predictions.
Maximum solubility for AlN in c-Ti1−xAlxN spans a wide range be-
tween 0.4 [23] and 0.9 [27], with most of the reports agreeing on
values close to 0.7 [27–29]. In c-Zr1−xAlxN, the reported maximum
solubility is between 0.37 and 0.43 [30–32], while in c-Hf1−xAlxN it
is at ≈0.5 [6,33,34].

Fig. 4 presents X-ray diffraction patterns for Ti1−xAlxN, Zr1−xAlxN
and Hf1−xAlxN films with different compositions. From the position
and the shape of the peaks we can conclude that also our Ti1−xAlxN
coatings are single phase cubic up to x=0.62, dual phase cubic and

image of Fig.�2
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hexagonal/wurtzite at x=0.67 and single phase wurtzite for x≥0.75
(see Fig. 4a). Zr1−xAlxN coatings are single phase cubic up to x=0.38
(see Fig. 4b). For x=0.43 and x=0.52 the cubic peaks get significant-
ly broader and less pronounced indicating a loss of crystallinity and
possibly an appearance of a second phase and/or an onset of the
isostructural decomposition. The coating with x=0.62 crystallised
in hexagonal/wurtzite structure. In the case of Hf1−xAlxN, the cubic
phase is maintained up to x=0.33, between x=0.38 and 0.71, an
amorphous or nanocrystalline material is obtained (which may be a
result of three competing phases and/or again the onset of isostruc-
tural decomposition), while at x=0.77 a wurtzite single phase field
is entered (see Fig. 4c).

Holec et al. [25] discussed an effect of the hydrostatic pressure on
the phase stability on Ti1−xAlxN and Cr1−xAlxN systems and showed
quantitatively, that compressive pressures about 4 GPa cause an in-
crease in xmax of about 10%. Therefore, the here presented results
should serve for a relative comparison between the systems and for
(a) (b)

Fig. 4. XRD patterns of (a) Ti1−xAlxN, (b) Zr1−xAlxN, and (c) H
comprehension of the differences between them, rather than as abso-
lute predictions.

4.2. Energy landscape

In order to elucidate the broad dual-phase regions of Zr1−xAlxN
and Hf1−xAlxN as compared with Ti1−xAlxN, we focused on energy
landscapes of the hexagonal/wurtzite phases around the transition
point, similar to the analysis of Tasnádi et al. [35] for Sc–Al–N. For a
fixed alloy and composition x, the c/a ratio and supercell volume were
varied in ranges covering the expected hexagonal Bk and wurtzite B4
structures. For each c/a ratio and volume, the internal atomic positions
were relaxed. The thus obtained energy surface is visualised by contour
plots for Ti0.375Al0.625N, Zr0.375Al0.625N, and Hf0.375Al0.625N in Fig. 5a–c.

In the case of Ti1−xAlxN, a well-defined pronounced minimum cor-
responding to the Bk phase (c/a≈1.25) can be seen (Fig. 4a); there is
no local minimum related to the wurtzite phase, i.e. the wurtzite
(c)

f1−xAlxN systems as function of the coating composition.
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phase spontaneously relaxes to the Bk structure. This can be also seen
in Fig. 5dwhere the difference between the absoluteminimum energy
(i.e. in this case the Bk structure) and aminimumenergy for a given c/a
ratio (i.e. minimum over a range of volumes), ΔEhex, is plotted. There,
one sees that a clear minimum is obtained around c/a≈1.25 while the
energy curve only flattens around 1.6 (i.e. the supposed wurtzite
structure). As the AlN mole fraction is increased in Ti1−xAlxN, the
wurtzite-related minimum develops for x=0.6875 and finally for
x=0.75 it is energetically preferable to the Bk structure. One should
note, however, that for x≤0.7 where the Bk minimum dominates,
the overall energy minimum is obtained for the cubic phase according
to the energy of formation (Fig. 3).
The situation is quite different for Zr1−xAlxN and Hf1−xAlxN systems.
There, for x=0.625 a broad minimum develops suggesting that a
variety of structures (with different c/a ratios and volumes) can co-
exist (see Fig. 5b and c). This, in turn, can rationalise the experimental
observations of a broad dual-phase region by noticing that the hexago-
nal phase seems to be quite flexible (in terms of its structural parame-
ters) and thus may adapt to the cubic phase. The hexagonal Bk
minimum gets better defined for lower x. The black solid and dashed
lines showhow the energy profiles changewith applied pressure. Clear-
ly, the tensile pressure (pb0, solid line) makes the energy differences
between the Bk and the wurtzite phases significantly smaller (see, e.g.
x=0.5625 for Zr1−xAlxNor Hf1−xAlxN). On the other hand, compressive
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pressure (pN0, dashed line) promotes the similarity of these twophases
at higher AlN content. Since stresses, although more complex than
hydrostatic pressure used here for the demonstration purposes, are
present in real materials (due to the deposition process, polycrystalline
nature of the films, etc.) we expect that the hexagonal phase possesses
similar flexibility also for AlN mole fractions of ≈0.5, where the cubic
and hexagonal Bk energies of formation overlap (see Fig. 3). In general,
the co-existence of the hexagonal phases, and the broad range of struc-
tures that can co-exist for some compositions, is a result of a competi-
tion between the four co-ordinated sp3 bonding in AlN and the five
co-ordinated sp3d hybridisation that would take place in TMN hexago-
nal phases. The local compositional fluctuation cause one or other
scheme to be locally preferred, similar to what has been discussed for
the Nb1−xAlxN system [7].

An additional observation from the energy profiles in Fig. 5d–f is
that the onset of the wurtzite phase shifts to lower AlN mole fractions
when changing from Ti1−xAlxN to Zr1−xAlxN to Hf1−xAlxN.

4.3. Density of states

In our previous study focusing on the NbN–AlN system [7] we
pointed out, that the onset of the wurtzite phase is correlated with
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the total density of states (DOS). A similar conclusion can be drawn
from the DOS of the Ti1−xAlxN, Zr1−xAlxN, and Hf1−xAlxN systems
plotted in Fig. 6. The pseudo-gap for Ti1−xAlxN is closed for x=0.5
while it is slightly opened for x=0.67 (see Fig. 6a). A similar situation
is also for the Zr1−xAlxN where the pseudo-gap is, however, wider
opened for x=0.67 as compared with Ti0.33Al0.67N (Fig. 6b). In the
case of Hf1−xAlxN, the opening of the pseudo-gap is signalled already
at x=0.5; for Hf0.33Al0.67N, the pseudo-gap is opened to more than
1 eV (Fig. 6c).

A similar observation was made by Alling and co-workers [20, 21]
for Ti1−xAlxN. The authors argued that the pseudo-gap opening is re-
lated to a localisation of the Ti-d orbitals, which are the states exclu-
sively contributing to the DOS in the region ≈−2–0 eV below the
Fermi level. This localisation causes a weakening of the overall bond-
ing (by breaking the metallic anion–anion interactions), and a change
of the hybridisation scheme from the octahedral six-coordinated
sp3d2 and five-coordinated sp3d to the tetrahedral four-coordinated
sp3 [36]. The changes in (projected) density of states as well as
charge density maps are similar to those previously reported for
the NbN–AlN system [7]. The same mechanism is responsible also
for opening of the pseudo-gap also in Zr1−xAlxN and Hf1−xAlxN
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systems which explains why the pseudo-gap appearance is corre-
lated with the onset of the four-coordinated wurtzite structure.

4.4. Driving force for the decomposition of the metastable phases

Since the energy of formation curves are bowed upwards in Fig. 3,
themixing enthalpywith respect to the binary boundary systems is pos-
itive, meaning all three systems ({Ti,Zr,Hf}–Al–N), and in particular the
cubic alloys, are metastable. The dashed lines in Fig. 7a and b present
the mixing enthalpies for the cubic ternaries calculated with respect to
the cubic and stable binary compounds, i.e. w-AlN and c-AlN, respective-
ly, and c-TiN, c-ZrN, or c-HfN. This part is regarded as the chemical driv-
ing force for decomposition of the metastable ternary alloys, and is the
smallest for Ti1−xAlxN, followed by Hf1−xAlxN and Zr1−xAlxN.

A model considering the kinetics of decomposition including the
strain energy has been developed by Mayrhofer et al. [37]. Höglund
et al. [38] introduced a simplified static approach, in which the strain-
related part for the decomposition driving force can be estimated. If
one assumes the starting state (ternary alloy) is unstrained, then due
to a volume difference between the binary phases, and due to non-
Vegard-like behaviour of the alloy volume, the binary compounds will
be strained in the final state. Consequently, in such a model, the strain
energy cost goes against the energy gain expressed as the chemical
driving force.

The experimental evidence for spinodal decomposition in Ti1−xAlxN
[39, 40], Zr1−xAlxN [32, 41] and most recently also for Hf1−xAlxN [42] is
well supported by theory [4, 20, 43]. The chemical driving force for de-
composition into binary cubic nitrides is relevant in particular for the
spinodal isostructural decomposition. The dashed lines in Fig. 7a show
that Hmix is about twice as big in Zr1−xAlxN and Hf1−xAlxN than it is
for Ti1−xAlxN, suggesting there will be higher driving force for the iso-
structural decomposition in Zr1−xAlxN and Hf1−xAlxN than in Ti1−x

AlxN around the c-AlN solubility limit. When an isostructural
decomposition with coherent phases is taken into account [38], than
the strain energy introduced in the binary phases decreases the driving
force for decomposition. This is shown in Fig. 7awith solid lines. Interest-
ingly, the assumption of coherent phases lower the driving force only
slightly in Ti1−xAlxN, while it decreases it to essentially zero or less for
Zr1−xAlxN and Hf1−xAlxN. The reason for this behaviour is themuch larg-
er lattice mismatch between ZrN/AlN and HfN/AlN than between
TiN/AlN. Consequently, the isostructural decomposition starts earlier in
Zr1−xAlxN and Hf1−xAlxN than in Ti1−xAlxN due to higher driving force
for zero or small coherency stress, while when the concentration fluctu-
ation increases, the spinodal isostructural decomposition in Zr1−xAlxN
and Hf1−xAlxN is likely to slow down more than in Ti1−xAlxN due to the
coherency strains.

A similar situation is obtained also for evaluating the driving
forces for decomposition into the stable binary constituents, c-TMN
and w-AlN (Fig. 7b). Here, due to the huge volume mismatch be-
tween the c-AlN and w-AlN, a stabilisation of the cubic phase against
the decomposition is obtained at the AlN-rich end.

5. Conclusions

The paper presents a comprehensive study of the structural proper-
ties and phase stability of cubic B1, hexagonal Bk, and wurtzite B4 allo-
tropes in the ternary Ti1−xAlxN, Zr1−xAlxN, and Hf1−xAlxN systems. For
all systems, a deviation from the linear Vegard-like behaviour is pre-
dicted for the lattice constants.While the cubic and hexagonal Bk phases
exhibit a positive bowing (i.e. the alloy has a bigger volume than the
mixture of respective binary compounds), the wurtzite phase obeys a
negative bowing.

The B1 cubic Ti1−xAlxN alloy is predicted to be stable up to ≈0.7,
for higher AlN mole fraction the wurtzite phase is energetically
favourable. In the case of Zr1−xAlxN and Hf1−xAlxN, the cubic phases
are favourable up to ≈0.45, followed by a broad dual-phase cubic
and hexagonal Bk mixture up to ≈0.68 and ≈0.62, respectively. It is
also possible that due to the higher driving forces in Zr1−xAlxN and
Hf1−xAlxN as compared to Ti1−xAlxN, the spinodal decomposition
starts at lower temperatures in this transition region but also the for-
mation of w-AlN is preferred. For higher AlNmole fractions, the wurt-
zite phase is predicted to be the most stable one. The predictions
agree well with the experimental findings presented in the literature
before as well as with the experimental results shown here.

The onset of the wurtzite phase is correlated with the opening of a
pseudo-gap≈−2 eV below the Fermi level. This has been ascribed to
the localisation of the TM d-states and a subsequent change in the
hybridised bonding schemes.
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